CASE REPORT

Active Flatfoot Phenomenon Caused by Posterior Tibial Tendon Dysfunction
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Abstract

Background: Posterior Tibial Tendon Dysfunction (PTTD) is considered the major cause of adult acquired flatfoot deformity. We report a case of PTTD showing “active flatfoot” phenomenon in which a patient can voluntarily transition from a normal foot shape to flatfoot deformity.

Case: The patient was a 52-year-old female who could voluntarily provoke flatfoot deformity by dorsiflexion of her left ankle. Her chief complaint was medial ankle pain, which we diagnosed as stage II of the posterior tibial tendon dysfunction according to the physical and radiographic examination. The Japanese Society for Surgery of the Foot (JSSF) midfoot score was 66 points. Her hind foot showed slight valgus deformity in a usual weight bearing position, but she could voluntarily provoke flatfoot deformity during active dorsiflexion with crepitus in both standing and supine positions. We termed this physical finding “active flatfoot”.

Results: Conservative treatments, which included a shoe insert, were not effective. We performed the medial displacement calcaneal osteotomy, the transfer of the flexor digitorum longus to the navicular and the shortening of the tibialis posterior tendon. Surgical findings demonstrated that the posterior tibial tendon was swollen, elongated and degenerated. Two years after operation, her medial ankle pain was improved, and the JSSF midfoot score was increased to 100 points. Furthermore, it became impossible for the patient to provoke “active flatfoot”.

Conclusion: We revealed the unusual phenomenon that could not be covered by Myerson classification by careful interview and dynamic observation. It is necessary to make careful dynamic examination for understanding accurate pathology.
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Introduction

Adult acquired flatfoot deformity is characterized by the loss of medial arch height, valgus deformity of calcaneus and forefoot abduction while standing [1-3]. Posterior Tibial Tendon Dysfunction (PTTD) is considered the major cause of this clinical state. PTTD was classified from the physiological and X-ray findings by Johnson and Strom [4] and modified by Myerson [5]. The deformity is evaluated in standing position and dynamically examined in lying or sitting position for determining whether the deformity is flexible or rigid. Here, we report a case of “active flatfoot” in which a patient can voluntarily transition from a normal foot alignment to flatfoot.

Case Report

The patient was a 52-year-old female who had been complaining of left medial ankle pain for one year. She was treated conservatively at another hospital, but gradually became troubled by the valgus deformity of the heel that suddenly occurred while walking. In clinical findings during weight bearing positions, the posterior tibial tendon was swollen, the longitudinal arch was slightly decreased, and the hind foot showed slight valgus deformity. In addition, too many toes sign and single heel rise test were positive. Interestingly, while her ankle voluntarily positioned into dorsiflexion, the hind foot moved valgus and the forefoot abducted, and provoked flatfoot deformity with crepitus (Figure 1 and Supplementary Movie 1). In non-weight bearing condition, she was able to prevent or provoke this phenomenon intentionally.
Figure 1: Active flat foot phenomenon A) The appearance of the plantar at rest; B) In active dorsiflexion, the forefoot pronated and adducted.

Figure 2: Radiographs before surgery in weight bearing position A) Lateral view; B) Dorsoplantar view.
We termed this physical finding “active flatfoot”. On the lateral radiograph, calcaneal pitch was 20° on the left foot and 22° on the right foot, and talo-first metatarsal angle was 20° on the left foot and 5° on the right foot. On the dorsoplantar view the talonavicular coverage angle was 40° on the left foot and 28° on the right foot (Figure 2). The Japanese Society for Surgery of the Foot (JSSF) midfoot score [6,7] was 66 points. According to these findings, we diagnosed her left foot as PTTD stage II. The patient used the University of California Biomechanics Laboratory (UCBL) shoe insert for three months, but ceased to do so when it became too painful.

Then, we performed the medial displacement calcaneal osteotomy, the transfer of the flexor digitalis longus to the navicular and the shortening of the posterior tibial tendon. Surgical findings demonstrated that the posterior tibial tendon was swollen, elongated and degenerated (Figure 3A). Histopathological examination showed degeneration in this posterior tibial tendon (Figure 3B).

The below-knee casting was performed in the ankle 30° planter flexion and a slightly varus position postoperatively. The casting was removed two months after the operation, and then full weight bearing was allowed. One year after the initial surgery, two screws used for fixation of osteotomy were removed.

Two years after the initial surgery, her medial ankle pain had disappeared, and the JSSF midfoot score increased to 100 points. The latest lateral radiograph of the left foot showed that calcaneal pitch was 19° and talo-first metatarsal angle was -3° on the left foot. Additionally, on the dorsoplantar radiograph of the left foot the talonavicular coverage angle was 22° (Figure 4). Her left foot showed no flatfoot deformity while standing and she has become able to tiptoe. Furthermore, she could no longer provoke “active flatfoot”.

Discussion

There is no report of active flatfoot in which a patient voluntarily transitions from a normal foot position to flatfoot. At first, we did not discover this phenomenon through a usual examination. In the corresponding interview the patient complained of an unpleasant, self-shifting phenomenon during active range of motion of the ankle in addition to pain on the medial side of the foot. Furthermore, she demonstrated the ability to achieve flatfoot deformity with crepitus by herself.

In this case report, our careful interview and observation revealed a novel pathological condition that cannot be covered by Myerson classification, the most prevailing one for adult acquired flatfoot. Our case seemed close to Myerson’s classification stage II, defined as a

![Figure 3: Surgical and histological findings of posterior tibial tendon](image)
Conclusion

Although PTTD is a common disease, at first we could not identify this phenomenon by visual inspection, palpation, and usual imaging examination. In order to diagnose an accurate pathology, it is necessary to make dynamic examination with understanding this phenomenon.
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